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back was a squibbed fire..,,l *v» 4j <
"r|ali «vw. !rker compared to the detonac.r
which rocked the C. O. P.
*ni(
" fflous this week. Pat and Patsy
not
^iflc are still chinning them
on the ropes.
selves
rt all started last Saturday
lo far
''r.,1 31rternoon when an aroused Neda team took the gold-plated
risers over the chutes. That in
BS itself was enough to ossify the
„cal student populace.
•>st $.,
When Coach Stagg proceeded
. rtfn.
to dismiss, first, Bob Adamina,
.b"lng
Ln Dub Smallwood, from the
caravan for "lack of re> Jn Th^CJ^ Lwaii
crjonsibility," Pacific, in toto,
n«^bjew sky-high in a burst of be
S?
lt'
" chlco.
wilderment. All sorts of wild
Interpretations gained currency,
IP; u.„
' ost of them utterly absurd.
°'Uh *«« pv Even now, the campus Is still
»«lvl4u^
, °Uch<W * for the first time since 1935
*ton h&g 11 Coach Stagg has had to exercise
2
the courage of his convictions,
,r"' Hugh ,
and thus two varsity regulars are
„ot making the trip to Honolulu.
:;u5h This eleventh hour dismissal,
completely unexpected • by both
"r,.!"' *•>«.? players, came r-T a death-blow
uS,S.«' to them, but •'ml id hardly be
^ injury y interpreted aflmwlph by other
members of ceri\e Ceam. There
?•.?'"" «*• must have Iks wr>pa -ate founda
on
, * 'y »,
tion for th'ish awas * responsi
,yyc*'Wr Con<Jltiov bility" chadors ot thre men in
"nch«i
volved km symbcsirtfev
.!• "tlff. but u It wanfectivelyita u however,
* Ttger tussiT
" ':ould not
l>ol'«h J that tivening.
?"
* tht°^ei the sea
,e* Injurt,,. I have bi
son.
na Univex, a
H nArs 1
And wi»s of lec
the sub
"•parking att| ject, the iyied stuxiPS^stracized
'""Red to Kainj do not rept activ:
f cent of
Punting |s ^ the men on • BLAHua<i who
ning rules.
p*tremely com; did not abidetolles
'arda p«r kick.] There are se^stuc ^ellows who
<o« won « are mighty luci-e v^,tey tire travel
«ur
tha Nnvadjj^ ing tonight.
« paaaer ds la It is a matter «lx debate just
n*. His worn how much the general debility in
figure* to sin training affected tire morale of
the squad this year, but it's a
y of trouble,
hi* game shoal cinch that it didn't help the
re »crtmmag« (j team any. Still last year the
d, there li Tigers, with Just about as many
• Wolve* being non-abiders, mopped up on their
h atagg ftsn opposition through sheer team
completely ove work and fight. This year that
light died before the season was
n their hub It half over and lt may have been
i and thenct ti entirely the team's fault.
iwallan lalanda
nJj Football, she is a funny animal,
game go M eitT and the guyg who play It are
will see action even funnier. You never can tell
i those mott r when a team is going to click
sllsn trip. Hoi even when spirit, conditioning
that Hugh » and ability are "tops;" but it
permitted to is certain that without the first
•ncounter. Hii element, no amount of the other
ntly healed it two is going to make a team
acrlmmagini anything but an in and out ball
ther Injury W
Perhaps this late-season shock
will throw the team together
nrslty grldderi and not blast things farther
Ir play". ln,Ul apart. We have a hunch that this
may be the unifying Influence
ior which the Tigers have been
groping for since the Fresno
game. Keep your fingers crossed!

You Can Go
to Asilomar
This Vacation!

College Chorus
Sings 'Messiah'
Annual Production of HandePt
Masterpiece This Sunday at 3

Drake, S. F.
State Debate
Locals
Bartholomew, Archibald
Meet Drake on
National Question

Fall Raises
War of
Windows

KIRKBRIDE
PRIZES
OFFERED
$50 in Cash Prizes
Awarded Best Studies
in Local History

Asilomar Is Now
On Co-op Basis
Cost Is Reduced to $15 by Move;
Men-Women Relations Group Held

Falling Leaves and
twenfvm^h C°nServ^tory of Mu8i<> will present for the
One of the outstanding features of the Asilomar stu
twenty-fifth consecutive time this Sunday the most cele- The customary post-tourna
Competition in the Charles N.
Dropping
Grade
Points
dent
co-operative conference this year will be the men
ment
letdown
has
not
had
an
op
Kirkbride
prizes
for
the
best
biated and traditionalized oratorio that the world has
original studies in local history and women relations group, to be headed by Bertha
Descend
on
Pacific
even known before what is1 expected to be the largest portunity to Infect busy PSA
debaters.
of California has been announced Shedd Mason, M. D., of the San Jose State Teachers"
™ ' »MuIecM
'» Stockton.
The
by the Department of History College, and Dr. Fritz Kunkel, of the Institute of PayxHeading the list of activities
By BUFORD BUSH
and Political Science.
for this week and next are four
•otherapy and Research of Berlin.
George Frederick Handel's "The
non-decision intercollegiate de Winter is almost with us and Through the generosity of Mr.
' The group will be in session durMessiah," will be produced by
SINGER
ing the 4:30 period on four after
bates. Next Thursday Martin fall Is most certainly here—in Charles N. Kirkbride, a trustee
CHAIRMAN
the combined Stockton Junior
noons.
Pulich and Bill Biddick, highest more ways than one—for many of the College of Pacific, the De
College and College' of the Pa
varsity men's team of the local things drop In the fall of the partment of History and Political
PROGRAM FOR FACULTY
cific chorus of 175 mixed voices,
squad in the recent tournament, year. Some are good and some Science is able to award three
In addition to the various pro
full orchestra, and four outstandwill meet a barnstorming men's are bad, for, like the oft-men prizes of $25, $15, and $10 re
grams planned to Interest the
ing soloists under the direction
debate team from Drake Univer tioned snowball that gathered spectively for the best original
students there will be a program
of J. Russell Bodley, theory pro
sity In the Missouri Valley. no moss but an abundance of studies in local history of Cali
designed exclusively for faculty
fessor and well-known leader of
Gladys Bartholomew, veteran snow, many repercussions and fornia.
delegates attending the confer
the A Cappella Choir.
senior debater, and Lois Archi reverberations result from the
ence in the form of a faculty
FEATURED SOLOISTS
PLACED
IN
LIBRARY
bald, promising sophomore, will dropping thereof.
seminar. This will take place
Featured soloists of the after
team together, for the first time, 'Tis not often that a campus All studies entered in the con
during the same period as the
noon will be Frances Bowerman,
to meet a women's team from is so gifted with dropping things test will be placed in the College
men and women relations group,
soprano; Virginia Gardner, alto;
Drake. Both debates will be held in the fall of the year as is Pa of Pacific library, since the ob
at 4:30 p. m. This group will
Carol Carter, tenor; and Frank
at eight o'clock, and both are cific—dropped courses perforce ject of the competition is to
meet to discuss the problems of
Thornton Smith, bass.
Miss
on the topic of U. S. Isolation having no place in this theme— build up a large collection of
advisers as members of the Stu
Bowerman Is also an Instructor
from belligerents.
dent Movement and to afford an
nor are the wailings and con local histories.
in voice on the Conservatory
Mr. Kirkbride made possible a
opportunity for them to become
S. F. STATE
troversies
often
so
loud
and
pro
faculty. She and Smith, who Is
similar contest last year. The
better acquainted with the stu
longed.
Today
the
senior
varsity
men's
the head of the Stockton High
winning
study
was
"A
Short
His
dent
conference leaders and fac
team of Carl Fuller and John ANALYTICAL EYE
School music department, and
ulty.
Fannucci are debating twice in But to look with dispassionate tory of the Stockton High
who sang the same part in 1937,
Delegation meetings will be
San Francisco. The first debate eye and neutral view from an School," written by Harold Dieckrepresent the "home-town talent"
operated
on a new plan this year,
man;
"History
of
St.
Mary's
will be held with San Francisco analytical and critical vision on
with
more
opportunity to use the
amongst the voice leads, al
Parish,"
by
Francis
Finney,
won
State College, and the second the fall problems of Pacific.
faculty leadership in thinking
though Carol Carter, now teach
second place; third, place was
with the San Francisco Banker's
First, by virtue of the full of
through campus problems. Tradi
ing at Clarksburg High School,
Association. At the conclusion of the harvest moon, the crisp won by Taylor Eddie with his
tionally, there will be a dance
is a former resident of this city,
study
of
"The
History
of
the
the second debate the PSA repre stroll in the evening twilight,
one evening and a watch night
graduating from Pacific In '34.
sentatives will be guests of the and the ear by the side of the Central Methodist Church."
service on New Year's Eve.
Mr. Carter will long be remem
Banker's Association at dinner. road, let us consider the gentle RULES OF COMPETITION
CHAPEL SERVICES DAILY
bered for his outstanding ability
Claude Hogan and Allen Breed tinkle of the elusive Grade Point 1. The contest is open to all
A "Quiet Hour," so much the
in the chorus' spring perform
sprung a surprise last Friday by Average as it wafts gently, via students enrolled in the College
part
of every Asilomar confer
ance last semester in the diffi
defeating the varsity team of wings of romance, below the of the Pacific.
ence, will be set aside following
GRANT
COLLIVER,
chairman
cult tenor solo passages In Na
Gregg Phifer and Orviile Fletch line between a life of ease and 2. Students may select any
the round tables for personal
thaniel Dett's "Ordering of
er. Hogan and Breed are the life with BOOKS. Sad it is, but topic in California local history of the joint student-faculty com meditation and thought. Chapel
FRANK
THORNTON
SMITH,
mittee for Asilomar, has been
Moses."
premier
J.
C.
team.
The
debate
much love blooms to die unher which in the judgment of the
head of the music department
Miss Virginia Gardner is also of Stockton High School, will was held before a class at Stock alded and unsung in a text on History Department will afford extremely busy the last few serviqes are held each morning
member of the class of '34. sing the bass solo part in this ton High in which Mrs. E. R. economics, with collapse of the an opportunity for an original weeks attempting to insure a at 7:15 for fifteen minutes. This
strong local delegation to the year Mrs. Jean Duckies is plan
Her home is Merced, whence she year's production of Handel's Nichols, wife of debate coach G. P. A. market.
contribution. All topics must be southern conference. It is prob ning a correlated and enriching
established residence after fur The Messiah." This is the Nichols, was substituting. The BARREN CAMPUS
submitted for departmental ap able that Colliver will join with worship program for each serv
ther study at Eastman School of same ride he fHIed in the 1937 decision rendered by the students
Next to our startled gaze the proval before February 15, 1940. Fern Herman in directing crafts ice. Each evening Dr. Elliot Van
Music after graduating from Pa production of this musical favor was sixteen to fourteen.
Diller, of Mills College, will lead
falling leaves drop one by one, 3. Because of the diversity of at Asilomar.
cific.
STIFF SCHEDULE
ite.
the closing vesper service In the
two, three, 'til millions are ban subject matter, no fixed length
CHANGES IN ARRANGEMENT
Asilomar Chapel.
All of the student association's died and blown 'round lawns and can be set for these studies. Ade
Several noticeable changes in
The total cost of the conference
ten teams are now competing in buildings. The grounds crew quacy of treatment rather than
the arrangement of the text
this year, exclusive of travel,
an intramural debate contest. drops in weight and the campus length should be the goal of the
have been given to this year's
from dinner on December 26th
The schedule Is a stiff one, call becomes barren — littered and student.
production In an attempt to pre
through breakfast on January
ing for three debates per week. defaced with the ash heaps of
4. All entries must be typewrit
sent some choral and solo parts
2nd will be $15.00. The usual
New faces to appear in the
hundred bonfires. Most of ten, double-spaced. They should
registration fee, which makes
that are seldom heard In pop
tournament will be Betty How- them located exactly in the mid include a complete bibliography
possible the conference program
den, transfer from U. C. who dle of the main route of travel. and adequate footnotes, in ac
ular renditions of the work. The
and is $5.00, Is included in the
will debate with Leslie Knoles, If the grounds crew laid all those cordance with the best historical
orchestra will be the largest that
cost. The remaining ten dollars
and Caswell Stockard, sopho leaves end to end it would not usage.
has ever assisted in a perform
McWiiliams Hopeful;
covers room and board on the
more and former Ripon High de only be a waste of time but 5. All entries must be in the
ance of the masterpiece here.
Single Harvest Time
cooperative basis.
Vaughan Won't Talk
bater, who will team with Joe would just mean more ashes in hands of the History Depart
'The Messiah" Is customarily
Kegler.
INFORMAL DRESS
longer lines instead of piles.
never given In Its entirety.
Causes Migrant Labor
ment on or before May 1, 1940.
Informal dress appropriate to
But everything that drops is 6. Entries will be judged by
By ALICE RUDEBAUGH
Handel composed "The Mes
not outside, for within the sanc the staff of the Department. Time: Last Wednesday after the out-of-doors, Including warm
siah" in 1741 in a "white-heat" The Public Affairs Forum
tified halls and eight o'clocks They will be judged on the basis noon just before train time. sweaters and overcoats will
fit of genius In the unbelievable
the heat of battle glows bril
Place: the Santa Fe Depot. make the Asilomar climate more
short space of 24 days. The fol heard Mr. Milen Dempster speak
liantly. All this comes because of (a) thoroughness and origin Characters: the pigskin toters of comfortable. An extra blanket or
lowing year in Dublin, Ireland, and lead a discussion on "The
ality
in
the
use
of
source
mate
two will also be a good thing to
the windows are dropping in our
he conducted the entire piece for Problem of the Migratory Work
rials, (b) effective organization, Seeyopee" who don't want to bring and If possible a flashlight,
drooping
morning
classes—and
be
muscle-bound,
but
do
want
a charity event. Since 1743, when er."
over the locked hinges wages (c) attractive literary presenta to be Hawaii-bound. Great drama musical instruments, college ban
he commenced performing the
FROM
F.S.A.
bitter and open war. The war tions, (d) mastery of sound his is taking place. Human emotions ners and pennants and athletic
work annually in London, "The
equipment. The surrounding
that always starts with a draft torical techniques.
Mr. Dempster has been one of
Messiah" has been performed
7. Announcement of the awards are at the highest pitch. Ques scenery is particularly favorable
and
plenty
of
volunteers,
plus
"The
Pacific
Symposium"
will
tion of the hour is "After San
for close to two centuries dur the leaders in the establishment
to snapshot taking. Each year
attacks, counter-attacks and ver will be made at the annual Com Diego, what?"
ing the Yule season In nearly of the Federal Migratory Labor be presented in a slightly dif bal charges of who's in who's mencement exercises.
an award has been given by the
ferent
manner
next
week
when
HOPES
FOR
KNEE
every part of the globe. Next Camp Program. He Is at the
Any additional information
conference for the best snapshot
they discuss the "Restrictions of out—of the draft.
Will anyone be willing to ex taken on the grounds during the
Sunday's performance here in
may
be
obtained
from
Dr.
Thus
it
comes
to
light
that
all
press his feelings? Ah! Captain sessions.
the Conservatory Auditorium present time employed by the the American Civil Rights." The things that drop, especially at Eiselen.
'Jo-Babe" McWilliams, how do
will be the fourteenth time it U. S. Farm Security Administra first part of the program, which Pacific, sometimes raise—dark
In order to get the most out
was prepared by Bill Biddick,
you
feel right now? "Well, I'm of Asilomar, there should be ade
has been presented in Stockton, tion as a district supervisor.
and
muttered
controversies.
glad to be able to play ball, and quate preparation before coming.
Asked for his opinion as to will consist of speeches by Mar
I hope my knee holds up." So Special reading in the field of
Personal Picks .....
the cause for the acuteness of tin Pulich, Gregg Phifer, and
do all Pacificites, and how do the round table you choose will
Now that our grid career (?)
this problem in California, Mr. Carl Fuller. The remaining time
you like the Hawaiian girls?" make the Asilomar program
is in the unregretted past, for
Dempster replied that this prob will be devoted to a forum in
which the speakers will be ques
"They don't bother me—as yet." meaningful. A complete list of
give a little reminiscing and take
lem
was
due
to
two
major
fac
a gander at what we think are
Bobby Kientz, what have you the round tables and discussion
tors. The greatest single cause, tioned on the subject by the stu
got to say? "I'm set for a swell groups are available at the
the finest ball-players we've seen
he believes, is the peculiar setup dio audience, selected from the
classes In Radio Speech and
at Pacific in a confinement of
time, and also very much of a S. C. A. office. Any other in
Loyal sons of the PSA were of California agriculture. Here Group Discussion. The sym
four years. It's the all-Pacific
football game."
formation concerning who's go
in
California
practically
all
crops
"Ding!
Dong!
the
witch
is
shocked by the announcement
eleven, 1936-39.
posium is heard at 11:30 on
'It's just swell. That's all
ing from Pacific and other de
are
harvested
at
one
time,
crops
Ends—Clem Swagerty, '39, and at the beginning of last week which demand more work-hours Tuesdays.
With the cast completed and dead" was the theme as the final can say," from Tommy Olaeta. tails for student and parent in
bud Linschied, '42. Swagerty was that two stars on the Bengal
Three national airs, "Yankee work on the sets begun, "Family curtain dropped in Grimm's Stan Vaughan "doesn't want to formation may also be had at
°ue of the fightin'est fools Pa- grid machine had been suspend per acre than any other state Doodle," "Star Spangled Banner,' Portrait," the next production Hansel and Grethel" last night be quoted," while Les Dow is the office, according to Miss
in
the
union.
As
a
result,
during
otic ever had. Linschied's great ed by Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg
Pacific Little Theatre, is in the Studio Theatre. Miss Ber 'looking forward to a grand trip Margaret Campbell.
the two months peak-period of and "America" were featured on of
o—
ness lies mostly in the future, "for failure to cooperate."
Our American Music Program rapidly being whipped into shape nadine Badger directs this third and game."
harvesting
there
is
an
abnormal
More than adequate space has
out he's already shown remark
produced and presented by the for public performance.
WISHES
HE
COULD
GO
show
in
the
"Nine
Plays
from
able ability, particularly on de- been given in Stockton and Bay demand for labor, which neces Radio Workshop Class under the Two changes were made in the Nine Nation's series. The fairy
Doctor Knoles has "looked for Town Meeting
tense.
Region papers to the official sitates the employment of all supervision of Art Farey. Con cast this week. Milton Kwate tale is of German origin and has ward to the team's going for
Tackles—John Cechini, '37, and statement of Coach Stagg. The workers available.
servatory artists supplied the took Latta Ross' place as Appius
many years, and wishes he were Invites New
After this peak Is past, how music as Robert Lanning nar Hadrian, the arrogant Roman, been told to the children of the going."
Man Vaughan, '41. The former PACIFIC WEEKLY, therefore,
world
throughout
the
ages.
Members
Was the backbone of
a cham- asked Bob "Ajax" Adamina to ever, labor is a drug on the mar rated the story of each song's and Marion Akers was substi
"Hansel and Grethel" are two The conductor calls "All
Pacific's Town Meeting of the
tuted for Les Knoles as Simon, peasant children who are sent aboard" and the boys scramble,
Nonship team three years ago, submit a statement giving his ket This leaves the majority of origin.
be latter will be the backbone of point of view. It follows, in workers on our hands through
Last night Coach Stagg re Air group met again Thursday
Doris Bowring and Rod Ran one of the brothers of Jesus.
to
the
woods
to
gather
berries,
out the rest of the year. A poss
rther (?) next year.
dall were responsible for the Director DeMarcus Brown has They discover a small candy vealed the names of those anx evening in the S.C.A. building
part;
Guards—Doug Silva, '38, and
"Football Is a great game, and ible solution to this problem has script and the musical direction designed four sets for the play, house in the woods, and this is ious boys who were sailing for to listen to the weekly radio pro
ck Tulloch, '39. A couple of I love it as the greatest of all been suggested by some of the respectively. Others taking part two exterior and two interior. where the wicked old witch lives Hawaii, and this evening at five gram, "America's Town Meeting
"ugh monkeys; Silva the steady, team games. I respect it as a larger ranches, which have In In the program were Charles One of the interior sets will be With her, are all the gingerbread o'clock the S. S. Lurline bears of the Air."
The subject last night was,
blloch the sensational. Tulloch molder of character, a teacher augurated a system of crop di Leach, Arthur Holton, Glenn a reproduction of the scene of men and little girls that she has those fellows to Honolulu. Bon
btes a hair's edge over Gordy of the priceless values of co v e r s i f i c a t i o n w h i c h e x t e n d s Tanner, Thalia Helm, Alice Keeh- the Last Supper as portrayed in stolen from the parents of the voyage!
"Can Business and the GovernDa Vinci's famous painting.
•mhnsun, '36.
ment Work Together?" The
neighboring village. Just as the
o
ordination, cooperation, subordi throughout almost the whole ner, and Milton Kwaite.
With Claribel Coffman in the
Center-^j0e-Babe McWilliams, nation of self to the general year.
speakers, presenting different
"Our American Music" is pre leading role as Mary, mother of witch puts "Hansel" 1into the
"t' Chosen over Cechini because weal, and ability to sacrifice for DUST BOWL SOURCE
opinions on this subject were
oven to bake, "Grethel
sen ted each Wednesday at 1:15,
b center he was more reliable. an ideal. These are a few points, The second general problem is and next week the "Christmas Jesus, and Little Theatre vet the show continues this after
Gerome N. Frank, Floyd B. AdFa*6'
en*
erans
in
the
other
important
Chick's" natural spot was tackle, above the mere winning and los the depression, which has been Songs" will be the theme.
lun, Robert Taft, and William
noon at 3:30. There will be no
roles, a strong and experienced performance tonight, but there
^be has been the ideal competi ing of games, taught me by felt particularly in the regions
Morton Jr.
o
>asi
group of players will enact the will be a matinee at 3:30 to
After meeting at six o'clock
Coach Stagg during my four from which most of these people
story
of
the
effect
of
Jesus'
Quarterback—Olaeta — either
morrow afternoon and at 8 to
on
Thursday evenings for a din
come—the
dust
bowl.
years here at Pacific.
teachings on the members of his morrow evening.
e
Another program by the Pa ner costing fifteen cents, the
T° - '37, or Tom, '41. Thus far
tf
tude° o0tb« m
He stated that the federal gov
family.
, has not shown his brother's "I feel in my heart that
"Hansel and Grethel" are play cific Radio Team will be given
Is now caring for only
"Family Portrait" will open on ed by Robert Ford and Doris on Monday noon of next week group listens to the radio pro
Poi°'a5| re^ 'gnal-calllng ability, but has have never done anything to re. ernment
January 11 for the first of three Clifford. Elizabeth Hawkes plays at Brentwood for a group of gram, and holds a discussion
en superior mechanically. Next fleet dishonor on the team, the about five per cent of the work
afterward. The chairman who
era
as
far
as
housing
goes,
scheduled
performances.
game,
the
school,
or
Mr.
Stagg.
•"br should see his full develop
the step-mother; Paul Leonard, ministers in the Oakland Dis presides over this is elected each
reiC"
Why Dub and I were singled out stressing the fact that something
"bent.
the father; Harriet Budin, the trict known as the Parsonage week.
Proper holiday spirit will be
need
witch; and the! two dwarfs are Club.
backs—Corky Cortez, '37, as humiliating excuses for a must be done soon before these injected into next week's general
Students who are interested in
na Bob Kientz, '40, Cortez was losing team, IH never under people become an even more assembly with the A Cappella
played by Robert Badger and
Glenn Young, former Pacificite the Town Meeting of the Air
t,
Ted Betz.
and now pastor of the Escalon group are asked to sign up on
Le Ubost consistent kicker and stand, and I truthfully admit that acute social problem.
Choir in its annual program of
itiest runner in four seasons I feel no enhancement of my
Methodist Community Church, is the S.C.A. bulletin board.
Christmas carols. Professor
L.bntz, the greatest "developed" character through Mr. Stagg's
president of the group. The meet
Russell Bodley will direct.
?o
a
<tf1 yer—sheer guts and brains action.
ing will be held at noon and the
, t
Seated on the assembly stage
Arnold
Speaks
aue him into a fine halfback
"I blame no one but myself
music will follow the luncheon.
Norman Lamb, prom in en
and dressed in the traditional
P°, o(t0
fullback
ack — Phil Martinovich for that which has happened,
Those in the program are
caps and gowns, the All-College junior scholar and musical stu at Tri-Beta
ie year makes no difference)
but I do feel that I have been
Charles "Chuck" Wood, tenor
Representatives of the va Honor Society admitted six new dent, will act as chairman of the
nple'htit* °u Mike" was the line packer wronged."
rious S. C. A. organizations members to its folds yesterday, 1940 Mardi Gras, Pacific's an
Dr. Arnold was the speaker at and member of the Pacific A
Orders for home-made fruit
tou ^excellent — just awfully
discussed their own groups at President Margaret George called nual spring social function.
a recent meeting of Beta Beta Cappella Choir; Miss Lois Fen>
Jakes
may be placed with any
Monday's meeting of the the candidates from the audience
stermacher,
soprano
and
choir
Announcement of the appoint Beta, national honorary biolog
10^-*' o<» j.
notice that six of those
Frosh Y Club from T to 8:30 and welcomed them into mem ment was made yesterday by ical fraternity. He spoke on "Nat member also; Hank Stein, Pa of the members of the House
t
etl were on this year's team
hold Arts and Decoration
(]
Decision was made at the lpt p. m.
bership. Mr. Edward Betz spoke President Ernie Atkinson: Power ural History and Its Illustra cific's refugee student, who will
?o in*1'
of material can't be meeting of the PSA Executive
Next Monday from 7:30 to on the subject "A Study in of selecting the Mardi Gras head tions," using some of his natural give a short talk on "Christmas Club or at the information
in the Administration
b'ged against the 1939 outfit) Committee to send Ernie Atkin
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Instruct a~wise~inan> and he will become still
wiser
Teach a righteous man, and he will learn the
more.—Proverb 9:9

Asilomar

EDITORIAL

FEATURE
ASILOMAR BANDWAGON

Each year during the week immediately after
Christmas students of the Pacific Coast ha\e
e
opportunity
to
participate
in
the
annual
Asilomar
y
opp
*i within
:xu:_ earshot of the
bUc ceaseless
Conference .held
ceaseless turtur
bulence of the giant Pacific and within eye shot
of the world-famous Monterey Cypress.
Each year a delegation from the College of the
Pacific and the Stockton Junior College ^s made
the trip southward and returned refreshed, with a
new sense of values and a new fire of inspiration
In suggesting that you plan to take advantage
of this unforgettable opportunity we would like to
point out the three outstanding benefits you may
expect to receive.
.
Education—The College classroom is educa1.
tion in action, but not the classroom per se Education results from the active interplay of minds
striving along similar pathways, whether the direc
tion come from a professor's lecture or from a text-1
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a
make this a milestone in fraN Ornal history.
president Roy Berry opened
OotfJ* >•>/* he evening by welcoming those
resent
with an Introductory
L<£ 4 talk- Irving Fritz' who beaded
hc committee for musical en
tertainment,
presented a short
'« I ' An,
'gram. This was followed by
skit by members of the pledge
•ui
nS class with Bob Monagan in
charge?"5 s Leslie Knoles gave a piano solo
• .Hl which was followed by several
. **»* >h ^ selections by the swing trio. Roy
perry, Harry DePraw, and Les
n
f 8yr ^ N vnoles comprise the trio.
george "Kip" Brayle, who is
J. » ag S
>ea\S president of the Omega Phi Al
umni Association, conducted a
meeting of the Alumni gather
ing, assisted by Dick Patriquin,
secretary-treasurer of the group.
past presidents of the fratern
rd «* Xih ity who attended, in addition to
' « « £ S Messrs. Patriquin and Brayle,
welt! !«»t S were A1 Codiga, Bob Coe,
ho
rn , ^e«k
-Corky" Cortez, GorcUe White,
Xhom ^ I and Laurence Heston.
Included in the honorary memarkl^rs invited for the affair last
night were Dr. Tully C. Knoles,
Mr. Thomas Baxter, Mr. O. H.
Ritter, and Dr. Gordon Patton.
At the conclusion of the' eve
^ K k ^ ' b * t y ning, refreshments were served
to the fraternity members by
the pledges under the direction
upc-,1 >% of Art Irish and Dick Morrall.
House colors of Purple and Gold
and the symbolic Bulldog were
» "tiff,
used effectively in decoration for
* r Tr«r tui
the
evening.
ni1
'f
''ollah
•
#
»
Tf lfl* InjurL'''
Indiana University has a spec
t rack 011
ial series of lectures to acquaint
'••packlmiKj f unorganized students with extra
mged *
curricular activities.
•
•
•
Pwnt".*USg
Ixtr*
Barnard College this year has
*«rdr •
the heaviest student body in five
1 M r-How «
ycare. Average weight of its mem
J*-"* same? bers Is 126.6 pounds.
MS bS
w>
carried

•^F^s
:^Sk

• ys

««u. *

« bug in t

K>ks like it tat
man to te
>m«n ot today
a like the
Murtteia

er

Batti
haii

Symph
ony
00%I
HOUSE WILL
Faculty Members in
S
O
C
I
E
T
Y
GIVE
Better
Time;
This
DANCE
Conservatory Have
Fin ley Acclaimed Wedding in Radio Dance
Recital Tuesday
BETTY DIXON, Editor

impressive and rich in tradi,
was the five-hundredth
110 ting ot Omega Phi Alpha,
at the fraternity house last

r>«*

®ng of Alpha!
umpletely recw
•'!«•
of furnlt®
(alightly used)

By CLAYTON LONG
Music Critic

After having attended the Stockton Symphony Ordrew ne ?C°n? reFt °f the current season
toriumw y M h h T 6 J n t h e l o c a l high school audileneSl m f e r e n c e s Y
" w o u l d s e e m t h a t se veral
furacv
could he made with reasonable ac-

whVch

(1) Mr. Silva gave the audience
too much for its money; (2) the
organization played exceptionally
well—better than all indications
forecasted; Improvement was
100 per cent over the first "study
in dissonance" which took place
the latter part of October; (3)
Ruth Finley not only has a keen
perception of Interpretation, but
she also has extraordinary stage
poise and personality; (4) num
ber one tune on the program
was a draw between the orches
tra's execution of Beethoven's
"Eroica" and Miss Finley's ren
dition of Chopin's "Concerto in
E minor"; (5) the auditorium
was hot enough to kindle a swap
in program material with "Wotan's Fire Music" or some "cold
blooded" antithesis.

Miss Brooks Is
Now Mrs. Fred
Lamson

Luke Scott Heads
Program for
Chapel

Gertrude Margaret Brooks be
came the bride of Fred Malvern
Lamson last week at a ceremony
in the First Unitarian Church.
Her sister-in-law, Mrs. Cecil
Brooks, was matron of honor,
while Mr. Brooks was best man.
The reception was held at Tau
Kappa Kappa, the bride's sor
ority house on the College of the
Pacific campus. She also atended
the University of California. The
couple will live at 715 West Park
Street.

Heralding the return to the
Yuletide season the S.C.A. chapel
next Tuesday will have as the
theme "Christmas." Miss Mae
Weigart, S.C.A. chapel commit
tee chairman, announced that
Lucian Scott will be featured in
a Christmas story. Familiar
Christmas carols will be sung
by the audience.
The swelling strains of Bach's
Prelude in C Minor opened last
Tuesday's chapel period which
had as the theme "Awareness."
Readings by Carl Fuller and Gall
Scheere contributed to the theme.
A violin solo by Harriet Roth
completed the service.

FOR XMAS GIFTS
$37.50
$12.75
$12.75
$18.75

up
up
up
up

DIAMONDS
CLOCKS
SILVER
PENS

2047 PACIFIC AVE., OPF. BLACK'S
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•unds

Main St EI Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar Sc. Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything: to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

Kivcm

Ph. S-0451

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP

2014 Pacific Ave.

CORSAGES?
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Supply Milk
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OFFICE:
602 S. Center St,
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KNOLES
NOTES

Miss Bovey Is
Betrothed
Dessert bridge Saturday after
noon served to announce the en
gagement of Miss Joyce Bovey to
Mr. Houston Keehner.
The bride-to-be is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Bovey of
Stockton and is teaching in the
Sacramento city schools where
her fiance is employed. No date
has been set for the wedding.
Miss Bovey is a graduate of the
College of the Pacific and her
sorority was Tau Kappa Kappa.

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

Dr. Knoles will leave on Sun
day for Riverside, where he will
attend the Institute of World Af
fairs during the week. He will
address the Institute on the sub
ject of "The Asiatic Policy of
the United States" at one of the
meetings, and will also conduct
a round table.
Dr. Knoles addressed the
Stockton High School Scholar
ship Society at 2:00 p. m. on
Wednesday. He also spoke on the
present European crisis at a
forum held at the Jewish Syna
gogue in Stockton.

ON PACIFIC AVE.
STARTS SUNDAY

"ANOTHER THIN MAN"

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
839 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS . . .
For

better

business

Myrna Loy
William Powell

"Henry Goes Arizona"
Frank Morgan
George Murphy
Ann Morris

C. Aubrey Smith
Also

"Everybody's Hobby"

positions

School of Business

WED. — THURS. — FRI.

SIBLEY E. BUSH
Pacific Avenue

Snappy Fountain

Ice Cream

Service

FREE DELIVERY
Phone 2-2830

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Ann Sheridan
Dead End Kids

Stockton's Finest
Beauty Salon
New Thrift Dept.

Permanent
Waves

Also

"Nisdit Work"
Charlie Buggies
Mary Boland

$2.50 up
Shampoo And
Finger Wave
ON THRIFT
TICKET

oB&ffi THEATRE

Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Music Hour
Is Success,
Repeat?

Christmas is to be celebrated
by the sorority sisters of Epsilon
Lambda Sigma next Thursday
evening by a formal Christmas
dinner at the house. A formal
table, and a meal by candlelight
will add to the occasion.
Virginia Chapman, Phyllis Sta
bler, Olive Clarke, and Camille
Goff will set the tables.
After the meeting at 8:15, the
members will assemble in "Kid"
attire for the annual "Kiddies'
Party." Each year every mem
ber is expected to present a gift,
which is combined in a Christ
mas box that is presented to a
charitable organization.
Betty Fink, Jean Morgan, Betty
Dahlgren, and Rosalie Trevorrow are on the clean-up com
mittee.

Variety and good musicianship
was the keynote to "An Hour
of Music" as presented by mem
bers of Phi Mu Alpha Tuesday
night.
Listeners were given what will
probably prove to be one of the
best programs of the year. With
the opening strains of the fra
ternity's hymn, "Hail Sinfonia,"
the audience became attentive
and remained so—a tribute to
the good musicianship of the
program.
Even though the numbers were
new to some, they presented a
tunefulness that appealed to all.
The outstanding numbers on
the program proved to be the
Double Concerto as played by
Lawrence Short and Norman
Lamb, and the Debussy-Ravel
arrangement of Huages played
by the Duo-Pianists, Clayton
Long and Austin Coggin.
The success of the program
was apparent by the numerous
requests to have a similar pro
gram presented soon. Probably
in the early spring another Phi
Mu Alpha "Hour of Music" will
be presented.

CHRISTMAS
FORMAL
The Zetagathean Club is hold
ing a Christmas formal dance
tomorrow night from nine to one
o'clock in the new Anderson Hall,
honoring the club's n e w l y initiated pledges.
The rooms will be decorated
in silver, green, and red, with a
lighted Christmas tree at one end
of the hall. A1 Deuville and his
orchestra will play for dancing.
Doris Bishofberger is general
chairman.

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Stockton, California

448 West Fremont

*

*

Freshman women at Madison
College get more mail than the
members of the other three
classes.

"SPRING MADNESS"
Lew Ayres - Maureen O'Sullivan
and "I WAS A SPY"
Madeline Carroll
SATURDAY
"DRAMATIC SCHOOL"
Lui.se Ralncr - Paillette Godilard
—naid Buck Jones
"LAW FOR TOMBSTONE"
STJNDAY - MONDAY
"BANJO ON MY KNEE"
Barbara Stanwyck - Joel McCrea
and "PRAIRIE MOON"
Cietie Autry
Monday—Dishes Free to Each
Lady Patron
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
"NIGHT SPOT"
Allan Lane - Joan Woodbury
and "GOODBYE BROADWAY"
Shirley Temple - George Murphy
THURSDAY
"WTKITE HUNTHR"
Warner Baxter - Gail Patrick
and "SHINING HOUR"
Joan Crawford - Robert Young

7-7970J

Offices
830 S. California

Phone 8-8613

•

I

Toccata and Fugue In D Minor ..
Batch
II
Aubade—Le Rol d'Ya . .Little Lulu
Si Jc Pouvais Mourir ..Barbarlous
Salut! demeure chaste et pure
(Faust) . . U-No.
Mr. Meltin*
III
Concerto In B minnow Mendlesome
Mr. Blue
IV
In dulci jubilo
Batch
Scherzo from Fourth Organ Sym
phony
Widdow
Nocturne
Bacon
Toccata in Bee minnow ..Dig-Out
Mr. "30 every Thursday"
V.
Ah, Twine No Blossoms ....Glare
Contrary Mary
My-Lotta
O That It Were So
Trestle
Shadrack
Mae Gimsey
The Minstrel
The Martar
Mr. Meltin'

P. S.—For authentic verifica
tion Puuuuulease consult US—
Messrs. Ham, Meltin', and Blue,
((

School Kids" to
Co-operate
in Party
The Pacific Co-op will hold a
"Kid Party" in the Christmas
theme tonight at nine o'clock at
the house on Fulton Avenue. Pa
trons and patronesses will be
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Dashiell.
Chairman of the party is Janet
Lehman. Nina Turkatte is in
charge of decorations, and Char
lotte Smith, of refreshments.
• • •

Dormitory Girls
Entertain at
Formal Dance
Members of Women's Hall and
Women's Hall Annex are enter
taining at a formal Christmas
dance In the Florentine Room in
the Hotel Clark this evening
from 9:00 to 1:00 a. m.
The patrons and patronesses
for the evening are Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas Auld and Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Richardson.

•

For Smart Gifts
From $1.00 Up

JONTE HEAD

J. Glick & Son
Jewelera Since 1876
8*6 K. Main Si.
A Small Deposit Witt
Reserve Any Article
for Christmas

SHOP NOW!

VOCT BROS*

•£ T Y L £ £ T Q R £ f O R m M £ N *

A Message to Co-eds
Here You Can
Pick Out HIS Gift
BLINDFOLDED

If You're in
Doubt Come Here
8 College Clerks to Help You Choose

Visit

IN

"WE ARE NOT ALONE"

NEWBY'S
Beauty School

Bring Your Gift List Here

"SMASHING THE
MONEY RACKET"

IT'S NEW . . .
. . . IT'S MODERN

Shirts - Ties - Socks - Mufflers - Robes
Belts - Handkerchiefs - Ski-Togs
Sweaters - Shaving Needs and a
HUNDRED More Gifts that are sure
to Please HIM.

PAUL MUNI
With RONALD REAGAN

FOR CHRISTMAS

Advanced Students

Chenille Robes
— 3.95 up —
Hosiery, Lingerie, Accessories

CLAR-ELISE DRESS SHOP

Clara E. Billeter

•

potential $100,000 Stradavarius
(How MUCH?) manipulators.
Last but far from inferior is
J. "Little Henry" Welton, pro
ponent of "ten-or" more better
ways of becoming a Swallow
(not meant to be a thrush at his
Integrity).
The CONCERT follows!

At the last meeting of the
American Chemical S o c i e t y
which was held in Sacramento
officers for 1940 were chosen.
Professor J. H. Jonte was elected
vice-chairman of the Sacramento
section, and Dr. A. T. Bawden
"In God's Country" will be was elected chairman of the high
Jack Hanner's subject at the school chemistry contest.
L.Q.L. of Central M e t h o d i s t
Church this Sunday at 6:00.

Excellent Work By

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

eral category of "Second Faculty
Recital," although In itself the
title is inadequate. The trio of
artists, to be ably assisted by
Miss Miriam Burton and Mrs.
Beatrice Walton Bodley, accom
panists, are outstanding per
formers in their fields and de
serve to be filed (not "away")
under the heading of CONCERT.
Professor Bacon has been a
busy man this season, with an
extensive lecture-recital t o u r
leading him on an itinerary cov
ering entire Central California,
and he's had his arm in the sling
all of last summer as the re
sult of what comes under an
other general category — Hard
Luck.
"Horse-Eye" (Horace I.) Brown,
fiddle pedagogue, and chief ad
versary of the "School of Rubinoff," holds the honored chair of
concertmaster in the Stockton
Symphony Orchestra, is conduct
or of the Conservatory Orches
tra, and teaches a variety of
theory courses on the "siding,"
besides caring for the needs of

STARTS SATURDAY

With
Jane Bryan - Flora Robson
Also

PAT DUNLAP
Campui

"ANGELS WASH
THEIR FACES"

Three prominent Conservatory faculty members —
Allan Bacon, organist; Horace I. Brown, violinist; and
J. Henry Welton, tenor—will uphold the "traditions"
of their departments December 12th at the customary
hour of musical events in the Conservatory at 8:15 p. m.
The occasion is under the gen-4
—

KIDDIES PARTY
FOR EPSILON
CHRISTMAS

(Since 1896)

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

All Flavors

"Santa Claus ig coming to
town," at least he will be present
at Alpha Theta Tau Saturday
night to greet members and their
guests at the annual pre-Christmas formal.
Decoration outside as well as'in
such as Holly, Mistletoe, and
Christmas trees will help carry
out the theme.- Bob McCormick
and his orchestra will furnish
the music for the occasion and
will play from 9 to 1. /
Chairman for the dance is Bea
McCarl who will be assisted by
Jackie Ritchie and Mary Rice.
Those planning to attend are
Bea McCarl, Les Knoles, Bonnie
Smith, Dick Loomis, Muriel
Brown, "Butch" Peckler, Roxine
Hafele, Lew Morrill, Jackie
Ritchie, Lew Ford, Jean Strong,
Tom Mann, Nancy Brown, Bob
Du Bois, Sally Hoge, Kieth
Thomas, Betsy Jones, George
Tomasini, Jane Grey, Norman
Lamb, Janet Porter, Charlie Par
sons, Bette Flickinger, Park Wil
son, Marit Brandstad, Ethan
Higgins, Audrey Grady, Bill
Brock, Virginia Nelson, Bob Mc
Carthy, Frances Brandstad, Dave
Brownell, Helen McManus, Marie
Sala, Wayne Faye, Betty Behnney, Fred Holden, Virginia Spen
cer, and Bert Chance.
Patrons and Patronesses will
be Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenix,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burns, Mr.
and Mrs. Gorden Patten, and
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Connelly.
• * *

*

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber ..Stockton

' — YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE —

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
UIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
BOCK
GRAVEL

»

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

BLEWETT'S

t

»

Irene Rich

FROSTED MALTS

v*"
H"1

Tonight is the first Radio
Dance for Epsilon L a m b d a
Sigma. Couples will gather at
the sorority house around 9
o'clock, and turns will be taken
in twisting the dial for dance
music until one.
Jean Caubu will have Merceita
Voorhees, Beth Shauer, and Bar
bara Harrison, as her assistants
on the decoration committee. Ad
rian Squires will be assisted by
Mary Barbara Baer, Jean Arnot
and LaVerne Lagorio to work
out a theme.
*
*
*
Refreshments will be handled
by Jean Ferguson, with Jane
Manor Hall Tea
Jordon and Marjorie MacDonald
assisting. Jeanne Marie MarbleFetes All New
stone, Lois Bugbee, Annabelle
Patterson, and Mervil Plammill
Patronesses
slated to clean-up after the
Manor Hall honored its new are
dance.
house patronesses at a tea last
*
•
*
Sunday afternoon from three
to five. The Honorees were Mrs.
Bradford Champlin, Mrs. Roger Mistletoe, Tree
Webster, and Mrs. Bradford N.
Crittenden.
Adorn Formal
The guests were greeted at the
door by Miss Lucille Anderson, TKK Dance
senior class representative. At
Mistletoe, Christmas bells, and
the tea table Miss Margaret
Campbell, Miss Theresa Ferster, a tree decked in red and silver
Mrs. Jean Cory, and Mrs. Kay will be the setting of the Tau
Seagraves poured. In the receiv Kappa formal to be held at the
ing line were Barbara Stewart, house tomorrow evening.
Following also the red and
president, Polly Parsons, and
silver theme will be the bids and
Jean McBride,
Committee members for the refreshments.
Herb La Berge and his orches
event were Mildred Baptista,
tra will play for dancing from
Doris Amsbough.
«
«
*
9:00 to 1:00 a. m.
Chairman cf the dance is Rose
mary Strader.
Irvin Grubbs Is
Hostesses will be Lois Mae
Ventre, Aline Durst, Barbara
Co-op Speaker
Lennox, Alice Keehner, Margo
Irvin Grubbs, manager of the Mclntyre, Melba Loyd, Jean
Stockton Consumers' Co-opera Mildred Field, Rosemary Strader,
tive, was discussion leader at an Alice Hall, Rae Hungerford,
education meeting of the Pacific Betty Ann Smith, Lucille Wilson,
Co-op held Wednesday evening. Jeanne Woodruff, Gloria Hopps,
The topic of discussion was Lois Laselle, Marjorie Sage, Mar
"Consumers' Cooperatives." The garet Garibaldi, and Ethel Stark.
Patrons and patronesses to be
meeting was sponsored by the
Orientation Committee of the Pa present are Mr. and Mrs. John
cific Co-op with Carolyn Grubbs, Elliott, Miss Ellen Deering, Mr.
Emory Fast and guest.
chairman.

H U M P H R E Y S

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

i

Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Norton
of 1421 North Monroe Street an
nounced the engagement of their
daughter, Dorothy Sue Norton,
to Byron Robert Noland of Antioch, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Noland of Turlock.
The couple plan to be married
In the early spring. Miss Norton
is a graduate of the College of
the Pacific where she was a
member of Tau Kappa Kappa,
All College Honor Society, and
Mu Phi Epsilon, national hon
orary music sorority.

at House Is
Epsilon Plan

TRY THE

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

Fighting Tigers

DAILY!

Alpha Kappa Phi entertained
at a dance last Saturday night
giveri by the pledges in honor of
the members.
The fall theme of the dance
was carried out in flowers and
shrubbery of autumn colors.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

For Satisfying Haircuts

Made Fresh

Pledges Honor
Members

Spring Is
Planned

BOB'S

"The Taste Will Tell"

LINDBERG'S

*

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

•

Professional Directory
TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

»

A V E N U E

_

HAMILTON
WALTHAM
ELGIN
GRUEN

"BONER" ON PROGRAM

Those who have had the ex
perience of sitting on a platform
through a long-winded introduc
tion before a good-sized audience
of almost any variety can readily
appreciate what Ruth Finley did
last Monday night; she displayed

p A c l F l c

_

an artistic ease and grace that
won her audience before she ever
set hands on the keyboard. Fur
thermore, her playing was more
than advance publicity had guar
anteed.
The orchestra, an almost re
juvenated band of really com
petent musicians, played with a
sonority and fullness of tonequality that several In the au
dience declared is the finest they
have heard the group do since
many concerts past. Especially
in the "Eroica" Symphony was
this true. Incidentally, the tem
pos taken In that work were
somewhat slower than Is cus
tomary.
The "boner" of the evening had
nothing to do with the orchestra.
It was in the form of an adver
tisement heading on the printed
program: "This program can be
"herd" again tomorrow in our
recording studio." For some rea
son this brings back recollections
of a rather mellow one: "Empty
Saddles in a Bach Chorale."

ARTISTIC EASE

KING JEWELER
«*.
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2651 Pacific Ave.

FOR SMART COEDS

Stockton's Gift Store for Men

YCST BROS.
• S T Y L E S T O R E T O R* M E N •

320 E. Main St.

Stockton

Stockton's Exclusive Agent for

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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Team Goes South;
Two Dismissed

Vtttgol Sports fas?
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

CaqjersTSattie^Alumni
in Season Opener

COOPERATION

Hawaiians Boast Light Line,
Backfield; Lose to Fresno

"Lack of responsibility" is the phrase used to
describe the reason for the dismissal of Bob Adamina
and DOUR Sroallwood. Coming on the heels of the
team's departure for San Diego and eventually Hawaii,
This column was recently criti the announcement carried some element of surprise.
By BOB CONAWAY

Two Integral Teams Formed

Tigers Taken
Dy Devildogs
4 to 0

for Diversity of Play
Pacific vs. Alumni team marks the 1940 debut ut.
varsity basketeers tomorrow evening at 8;l5

Tiger

the

local gym^ce ^^ „has beens" to take into
"unstarts" is shown in the remark of Corky Co

moider 'em!" However Showing altogether too much
M* A'inci. ,na w.
power and versatility lor the
Both players figured promi-^
fading Bengal Tigers, the Devil- able assistant, Harold Jacoby,
nently in early games, Adamina
have a few trick up ^eir sleeves
dogs from San Diego swept to that should keep the old men
having been nominated for All
Coast honors. It was this com
14-0 victory over Coach Amos in hot water.
bination which clicked to humble
Alonzo Stagg's boys in gold.
2-UNIT SQUAD
the California Bears 6-0. Both
Scoring touchdowns in the
The idea the coaches are try
apparently failed to conform to
their early season training
s e c o n d a n d f o u r t h q u a r t e r s ing to put over this year is
Saturday night at 7;3q
pledge to Coach Stagg.
against a stubborn Pacific de working with two units. That is, fans will get their first
a pony team made up of light,
"HONOR ROLL" NAMED
fense, the powerful Marine con fast men, such as: Lenahan and tunity to see the Stockton
Twenty-Four Players,
College basketball team in
Adamina was dismissed Mon
tingent was unable to rout the Higgins at forward, Ken Rogers when the cubs meet the
day, and ironically enough,
Manager Are
locals. Their victory last night at center, and guards made up Rider quintet
Smallwood was shifted from the
from
a
— Napa ij?!/
Measured for Sweaters
line to fill the hole in the backkept the Marine slate clean, of Monogan and Norton wi preliminary +A
to fVi
then Tr
Varsity, '
i, ti
field. The next morning found
while chalking up the fifth de start the game and run the de umni tussle.
f . tfith F
the latter also removed from the The Stockton Junior College
crepits" ragged.
feat for the Tigers.
POSITION STOCKED
if
squad. Adamina is a senior, gridders have had their season
Then the "Shockers" will come GUARD
. tfe' .rttfT
The Marines drew first blood
TVio TMann smiaH i'r.
,
Above is BOBBY KIENTZ, making one of the few midway in the second period, into the game and put on the The Napa squad is rated
completed since the Thursday
Smallwood, a junior.
(lil* 1
Coach Stagg named an "honor before Thanksgiving vacation. Tiger gains in the Nevada encounter. DALE HALBERT
pressure. These are such stal good team and has some exr,
after
being
fought
on
equal
ivf
rienced
players.
It
is
stiU
roll" of 11 men who were certain But due to a few complications, is the busy blocker.
terms throughout the initial warts as center, Dunlap, for early to tell how good a tea'
'
to make the Hawaiian trip; 18 the players were only recently
quarter. Taking the ball on his wards, Brownell and Kelley, and Coach Chris Kjeldsen can £
•
others went to San Diego also. measured for their sweater
own 21-yard line, Bob Hughey guards, Dahl and Henning. When out on the floor, but the W.
Today, probably, seven or eight awards.
„nd "
the
coaches
mix
these
two
classy
skirted the left side of the line
v^ill be
he doing
rtninc good
ennri if
If they
ti, co!. >>
A c! ' !"
men will be sliced from the
combinations it is said the hoys win
LETTERS
mif on
fhp
lrvn<r
onH of +u_
nil '
squad, a total of 22 making the 25The
for
30
yards,
then
lateraled
to
out
on
the
long
end
the
scorl^
following boys are due to
cruise to the Islands.
Bob Trometter, who carried it go to town and really "cook with A first string has not bee ^Vl
receive their J. C. Varsity let
to Pacific's 23 before being gas."
rW
FRESNO WHIPS HAWAIIANS ters: Brown, Blackwell, Sawrey,
chosen, although Bert Masoi ^ it
brought down. From this point, OLD-TIMERS BACK
Those sure to make the Garrison, Mokiao, Feriera Bird,
John Singleton, and Don Sun ? !lL •' •
Showing a marked superiority in every phase of the Trometter and Hughey alter The only drawback to this sys van have done some nice pia ¥•'*•
MISPLACED POSSESSIONS
journey are Halbert, Olaeta, H e b b r o n , A l p h o n s e , P a u l s o n ,
Vaughan,
and
Kientz
in
the
backgame
except somnambulism, the Nevada Wolves com nated in carrying the ball on tem is that Bob Henning is fresh ing in the guard positions. Lew V®
A number of stolen wallets
Stewart, Miller, Camicia, Ferrari,
from the infirmary, while Pat
rf>(
field;
Fine,
Tulloch,
Jacobsen,
l
n
e
have been reported in the gym
' ' d „ * n d I L y ° n s ' J o h n s o n , C l a r k , M i l l s , pletely subdued a flock of "sleeping Snow Whites" to four line smashes to move it Dunlap has acquired an ailing MoCarty has shown some proa S\ •
in the past few weeks, our own Irwin, Mc\V llliams,
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Massev. KlaDise at center."
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Aj, and
Beebe, Snauldinc.
Spaulding, Massey,
Klap the tune of 8-0. A small crowd moaned and groaned to the one-yard stripe. Trometter
included. All this makes one won Travaille in the forward wall. stein, Linscheid, Gundert, and at each successive Tiger misplay; frantic Pacificites hit right tackle once again, but toe.
The Jaysees will meet the t:'J'
The former C.O.P. stars who second engagement of the seaso ? ' f - der if there is an organized gang The remaining II members of Manager Hamilton.
was
able
to
gain
only
a
half
vainly attempted to explain the-*
doing the dirty work. When a the team will be chosen from the
yard against Pacific's stubborn will see action under the alumni next Tuesday evening on th "
In this, the second year that
person reaches sbch a level, we following: Cooper, Thomas, Dick Junior College football has ex phenomena of a "superior" team almost scoring points for the op forward wall. Charlie Olberg colors are Mark and Beck Par local court when they tang
'
sons, Roger Jacoby, Wally Hall with Turlock High A's and B ^
should not condone his actions Bentley, Mears, Seifert, John isted at Pacific, Coach Doug losing to Nevada. The boys had position. Polish lofted a punt then carried the ball over for
tempted
fate
too
far.
to
the
side
of
"Bicycle"
Thomas
son,
Lloyd,
Vieira,
Linscheid,
berg, Hal Kniveton, "Corky" Cor
only pity his lack of sane judg
v
who, in attempting to retrieve it touchdown and Hughey's place- tez, Paul Rippon, "Babe" Kjeld- in two separate games. Coac 4 " ,
Gerald Bentley, Hedges, Ijams, Dashiell guided his proteges TEAM NOT POLISHED
ment.
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Nevertheless, opportunities for Lyons, Kniveton, Gay, McGowan,
sen, "Moose" Disbrow, "Cherub1 the B's and the first string
The line-plunging of Wolves' on the run, only succeeded in
season. The team sustained a
w
pushing it closer to the goal the Marines a 7 to 0 lead.
petty theivery are numerous in Schmidt, and Rempel.
Royse, "Daddy" Russell and, last
Polish
and
Vinson
looked
pheno
The service men pushed their but not least, that rugged old engage the A's. Last year tl
our dilapitated, antiquated, in The University of Hawaii has schedule of seven games. Out of menal. Large holes were opened After several fumbling, un
v
adequate gymnasium. What with lost its last two games, to Fresno this number they were victorious in the Bengal line. Potential successful stabs at the ball, the second touchdown across shortly iron man "Pop" Stoeltz, principal Cubs met Turlock High at •W"
downed them 25 to 12. Iff fat H«7 °"l'r
tennis rackets, money, shoes, etc., 38-2 and to the Healani Athletic in two contests. However, it touchdown passes were dropped "Bicycle that walks like a man" after the final period got under of Dixon High School.
km
locals play up to par they shou , some in
being appropriated, one should Club 24-13. The Bulldogs showed should be remembered in evalu- by Pacific receivers. Passes from perceived Nevada tacklers bear way. Cliff Griffin, end, inter
CONFERENCE STRONG
•Mi'
take special care in removing all no superiority in yardage, but ating the success of the team center were sometimes ignored ing down on the ball and decided
take
the
Turlock
boys
in
strii
-fliistmM
The Far Western Conference
nr*f
chances for temptation from the took the breaks when they meant that a number of the games by the be-fogged backs. And all to fall on it. The ball was, at cepted a pass off kick formation
ANOTHER PRELIM
score. The final count belies were played with major North- this at the end of a season when that time, on the Pacific 3, the and returned the ball to Pacific's will be a tough nut to crack this
paths of the weak.^^H
December 16 the Jaysee buc W
"• of the Rainbows.
™":~' ""
ern California Junior Colleges, the team should appear as a play having originated on the 15. Trometter, in four tries at season. Chico, Davis, Nevada, eteers will meet Liberty tini be - '
the strength
o—
A special course for the col DAVID AND GOLIATH
and that most of the games were polished, finished unit. WHY? 15. With one final burst both the the line, moved it up to Pacific's and Fresno are coming back High from Brentwood in a pi «kir-- '1
with veteran teams, while Pa
lege's maids and porters has been
Chief offensive threat of the close, hard-fought contests.
;
Statistics show the Wolves Tiger and the Wolf jumped for one-yard stripe, from where a cific has that faint green tinge liminary to the Tiger-Pitta lithont
announced by Bryn Mawr Col Hawaiians is a diminutive 145
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Before the Tigers get into the
lege .
pound back—Joe Kaulukukul. colorful procession through the gals in total net yardage and went skidding into the end zone,
be
a
oomplete
squad,
but
Coa
cilia
;
of
the
line,
Trometter
to
Gibson,
Conference,
however,
they
will
The fullback is a 155 GIANT! streets of Honolulu.
in first downs. 89 yards from thence out of bounds.
What might have amounted to connected for a touchdown and have fifteen or more games of Kjeldsen will have enough 1®:;: '
The remainder of the squad is 2 GAMES ON ISLAND
passes and scrimmage is a dis
jf. Never bel
a
scoring play resulted in a Hughey tacked on the extra all types of competition under a team.
also light, probably because most
After the University of Hawaii astrous total for sixty full min
tapater! '
touchback for Pacific, and gave point.
their belts. This should give am
are Oriental—short and wiry. A tussle, the Bengals will face a utes of play.
f what it metro
shifty set of backs insures suc tough squad from the Healani
Early in the first quarter the Bengals new life with the
From this point, Olaeta re pie time in which to iron out the
cessful broken field running, but Club, which is composed of Nevada backs Polish, Vinson, and ball on the 20-yard stripe. An
i
wrinkles.
other fumble, and Coach Stagg turned the Marine kickoff to his Don't forget — Pacific gym
the passing is reputedly
weak.
Cobeaga
advanced
the
ball
to
the
,
,
,
former
University
stand-outs.
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FOR ALL FLOWERS
Rainbow Coach Otto Klum is existence for several yearS) this Pacific 12, whence Pat Eaton decided that a new team might own 34. Then a pass, Dwayne 8:15 Saturday night—prelimin
, reSpiooi ii(
Mears to Stan Vaughn, netted 16, ary between Coach Christ Kjeldevidently in conspiracy with the j club
well-rounded of
of- tried to put another game on be a good gamble.
boasts a
a well-rounded
Fit Right—fee! R i g h t - > • .
club
boasts
TBEVOR GRIFFITHS,
entertainment committees. As fense. As is the case with the ice with a field goal, as was the SCORE IN FIRST HALF
another, Mears to Vaughn, was sen's Fightin' Cubs and the Napa
a They're Walk-Fltte •'
Campus Rep.
each visiting team steps off the College boys, the team is com case in both the Chico and Cal
Midway in the second stanza incomplete and Bob Kientz skirt "Rough - Riders" — starting
at
k most :
boat,
a
pretty
Hawaiian
coed
OMEGA PHI
posed of a dozen different na Aggie games. A beautiful kick the Wolves went 55 yards on a ed left end for eight. Several 7:00 p. m.
bg
future <
gently drapes a lei over the tionalities.
was just wide of the uprights. sustained drive to a touchdown. tries at the line moved them up
!sta It k genr
broad
shoulders
of
the
foot
Linscheid blocked the attempted to the Marine 30, where the at
Phone 2-9502
BILL PLAYS BY SELF
i the dej.re •
ballers. A gala reception follows
The first All-American football
After an exchange of punts, conversion. As the end of the tack bogged down and the Ma
with hulas, sweet music, and a team was announced in "Harp
half
approached
the
Bengals
there occurred a remarkable
broke several pass receivers In rines took over. Thereafter it
I er's Weekly."
case of a Pacific safety
was see-saw battle between the
Chrttt
•
the clear, but failed to connect.
380
Main
PtiKtl meaning rr, ,,
The scoring was completed at 30-yard stripes.
ibsiar-rewen ng ,
the start of the second half, when
Competition between the four
'Star-round, dj
a fumble into the end zone, ac- counted for a safety and 2 points. sororities, Manor Hall, Women
i and aftrt
FOUR-HOUR
Late in the game Halbert booted Hall, and the town teams, will
fil good win
.
a punt 60 yards, the longest so probably start in January. The
SERVICE
teams will participate in four
far of the contest.
We are running a SPECIAL SALE on
WHERE'S ELSIE?
of the following five sports
41' Pairs of slightly used SKIS, com
At stockton'8 Most;
The screwball antics of Gor basketball, badminton, ping pong,
plete with Bindings and Poles at
Up-To-Date Dry
don's Tooters enlivened an other hockey, or tennis.
wise dull afternoon.
o
Cleaning Plant .
SHOP NOW WHILE WE HAVE A COMPLETE RUN OF LENGTHS!

cised lor failure to accord Coach
St a EE due credit in the article
concerning "stlckum" paper on
football togs-Thatjmer was one
received from the Associated
Collegiate Press. It was used to
nlug a small hole in the page
Ld was not part of the column.
It was used without reference
to content.
STAGG AND F'STICKUM"
However, we were informed
that the practice was originated
by Coach Stagg, and the Pacific
gridders also use it.
"Coach" Jacoby is doing a
bang-up job with the varsity
basket squad and promises to
have two well-balanced, integrated quintets. Students will have
a chance to see this and a prom
ising J. C. team tomorrow eve
ning.
... ,
tt
Wonder what will happen it
Mears meets .the. Hawaiian full
back next week. The poor
Islander weighs only 155; in fact,
the entire team will probably be
outweighed ten pounds per man

JAYSEE VS.
NAPA

J. C. Gridders
to Receive
Letter Awards

HOOPSTERS

TIGER HOLDS WOLF
TO 8-0 COUNT

ART FLORAL
SHOPPE

BOSTONIAN

A Merry Xmasl

DO YOU NEED A
PAIR OF

W. A. A.
Action

"Your Sporting: Goods House"
DIAL 7-7491
313 E. WEBER AVE.

SD!
ma

Students—Skiers!

I

We
Announce A
New Smiling Service
COMPLETE 0P-TO-DATE INFORMATION ON ALL
SNOW-SPORTS AREAS, SKI CLUB ACTIVITIES —
ROAD CONDITIONS

Extra Smartness That
Men Appreciate!

Iff!

SHIRTS
.49
1
Here are top quality
shirts you'll be proud
to give! Fine combed
broadcloth in w h i t e ,
solid shades, smartest
woven patterns. Fast
colors!
Roomy sizes
with Nu-Craft starchless collars!

In Gift Boxes!

'Rett- U. S. Eat Off.

Gaily Boxed, Ready to Give
TOPFLIGHT SHIRTS . .
Towncraft Hand Made
MEN'S TIES . .
ALSO HAND-MADE TIES . /. .

1

Paul's Associated Service
Paul Johnnaber, Prop.

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET
TO THE WISE BUYER—
We Invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stocktoq.

NIELSEN BROTHERS

81 N. E. Dorado

98'

49c

PENNEY'S

*

Available Now and Throughout the
Snow Season at

Pacific & Walnut

Ph. 6-5618

SHEPHERD &

GREEN

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 2-5258

DUNNE
SHOE co; L

SKIS?

YOLLAND S. JOHNSON

ft

AM

—
805 Bank of America Bldg.
Stockton, Calif.

COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evening^ and All Day
Sunday.

CLOWES' DAIRY
Producers and Distribu- <
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Farm
West's Lane

GOLDEN STAR
SHOE REPAIR
& CLEANING
8016 Pacific
Featuring
Special
College
Prices

Ave.

Williams College has, a win
ning average of .550 in 59 years
of inter-collegiate sports compe
tition.

The Democrats have been in
vited to hold their 1940 conven
tion in the famed Rose Bowl
stadium in California.

We Pick
Up and
Deliver

WHEN YOU THINK OF
CHRISTMAS
Think of the College Book
Store, and ask to see the
New College Jewelry, Sta
tionery, Pennants, Foun
tain Pens, Fancy Christ
mas Wraps, Tags, Seals,
Cards,
And leave us your maga
zine subscriptions.
Yours for "A Merry
Christmas."

The College
Bookstore
'On the Campus
for You"

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANER
Hard!

and E! Dorad«
5-8888

Karl D. Grindle
2357 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-968S

"The Boys With the Wagon"

Complete Line

SEASIDE PRODUCTS

JOHNNiE'S

Lubrication — Car Washing
Tires — Batteries
Accessories

MEAT MARKET
2026 Pacific Ave.
(IN BLACK'S)

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE,
SAYS—

«f I nree
Argue
Town K

Where Price & Quality
Meet

A VERY
MERRY
CHRISTMAS,
STUDENTS:

Phone 2-7481

"Ride With Seaside"
*•

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
STUDENTS - - - NOW!
Get Up a Party and Celebrate the Week-end

IT'S

THE FOOD
THE COOKING
THE SERVICE

And REASONABLE PRICES That Make

The OYSTER LOAF GRILL
Wh6re
21 S
KTTTTER«m
21
lb. SUTTER
ST.

th®

Col,!^ns

OPEN g^her"
DAY" & NITE

You'll save money and hs
a swell time going f0"1
Greyhound.
y i i u u i Convene"
i k x . - . 8^
ice everywhere. ",n'° a:
luxurious comfort
comioii of a- ^
_ Lv
6t
smooth-riding Sup " ^ v t- '
at the lowest fares m his
x

LOW
For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

From
On©
One

_v v

San Francisco $1-2®
Los Angeles
4.60
nenu

Fresno

DEPOT

?>

NAVj

,v
-

— 1-62

SJ ,'

Sutter and Washington "
Phono 4-40'

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

5

-J-

-.

JAkc
^ ;
.

,

